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The Liberal Democrat core vote problem 
The current Liberal Democrat core vote is tiny. At around just 5% it is so small it is barely enough to 

ensure the party’s survival - and nowhere near large enough to properly help the party through 

tough times. 

Whilst other political parties face the challenge of how to reach out beyond their core vote, the 

Liberal Democrat core vote starts so small that our challenge is how to increase the core vote. 

However, as we will show below there is a sizeable share of the electorate – around 1 in 5 voters – 

who share the same attitudes as our current core vote. 

That makes a 20% core vote strategy desirable and plausible. It would be a Liberal Democrat core 

vote as it would be made up of people who think the same way as our current voters do and have 

the same outlook on the world. 

It would also be a core vote large enough to make a real difference. We would still need to reach out 

beyond our core vote to win many elections. But a 20% core would provide the party with a solid 

basis for such successes, with the solid loyalty to see it through tough times and a clear sense of 

purpose and strategy to avoid being buffeted every which way by events – and to avoid deferring 

overly to the establishment experts who so often advise our elected office holders to be wise, 

responsible… and not shake up existing power structures.  

 

Why the Liberal Democrat core vote has always been small 

Not being a party of collective interests or nationalists anchored in one part of the country, a core 

vote comes harder to the Liberal Democrats than to other parties being based instead on shared 

attitudes. 

More generally, political parties can be divided into three types: parties built on a coherent set of 

values; parties whose main objective is to further the interests of a specific group of people; and 

parties whose objective is principally to secure the rewards of office for itself. In short, parties can 

orient themselves to values, interests or manoeuvre. Admittedly, most parties contain elements of 

each, but they often have a dominant purpose or characteristic way of resolving conflicts between 

values and interests. 

On that basis we can classify the Liberal Democrats as a party of values. The party does have 

elements of interest and manoeuvre, particularly at times when the party’s representation at 

Westminster is weak and so when the geographical interests of the constituents of its remaining 

MPs come to the fore. But as a general rule, the party characteristically takes up causes on the basis 

of its substantive political beliefs rather than because of characteristics of the people intended to be 

benefitted. 

A core vote is a section of the electorate highly likely to vote for a party regardless of circumstances, 

and in particular regardless of how well the party is performing for the time being on issues of 

competence or trust. 

Parties of interest have a distinct advantage is building a core vote since they can play on ideas of 

group identity. An example is the once powerful theme that ‘Labour is the party of the working 

man’. 
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Parties of manoeuvre are at the other end of the scale, depending almost entirely on competence 

and trust, on ‘valence’ in the jargon of political science, to garner support. 

Parties of value lie in between. Building a core vote on the basis of values and philosophy is not easy. 

There is a potential inconsistency between a politics based on rationality and a core vote based on 

loyalty and habit. But it is not impossible. It needs voters to feel that supporting the party as a 

matter of reflex is a safe option for them, one that they know from experience they can rely on 

without much prospect of disappointment. 

 

Where to find a core vote 
So how can the Liberal Democrats build a core vote? One clue lies in the perhaps paradoxical sharp 

increase in the party’s membership after the catastrophic election of 2015. Many of those new 

members reported that they had joined because they wanted the party’s voice to continue to be 

heard and they cited issues on which the Liberal Democrat voice is distinctive – especially Europe 

and human rights. More generally, YouGov’s profiling tool1 finds that Liberal Democrat voters are 

very much more likely than other respondents to support international development and human 

rights charities and to agree with statements such as ‘I like to surround myself with a diverse range 

of cultures and ideas’.  

The chief characteristics of Liberal Democrat voters seems to be openness, tolerance and 

internationalism. Those characteristics link straightforwardly to the party’s own values and 

philosophy, which has been determinedly internationalist since the 19th century and committed to 

toleration for even longer.2 

The sensible place to look for a Liberal Democrat core vote is therefore in the part of the electorate 

that is culturally open to the world. The British Election Study asks a question which makes for a 

good starting point for estimating how big that section of the electorate is; the question asks 

respondents to say on a scale of one to seven to what extent they feel immigration has undermined 

or enriched British cultural life. On that basis about 35% of the electorate place themselves on the 

tolerant, open side (that is score themselves at 5, 6 or 7). Building a Liberal Democrat core vote 

starts with the unification of those electors as a political force.  

That group is deliberately broad. One might instead look for a more tightly defined group of voters 

who answer questions on such topics as crime, censorship, obedience to authority and equality on 

the basis of gender, ethnicity and sexuality in a more liberal way. That yields about 30% of the 

electorate.3 

One problem that task immediately encounters, however, is that, contrary to the repeated hopes of 

Liberal (and Liberal Democrat) politicians, much of politics has been fought out for many decades 

not in the field of openness, tolerance and internationalism but in the field of economics – ostensibly 

                                                           
1 https://yougov.co.uk/profiler#/  
2 For more on the history of the party’s beliefs, see The Dictionary of Liberal Thought, edited by Duncan Brack 
and Ed Randall, 2007. 
3 The method to arrive at this figure to count as ‘liberal’ anyone who answers three or more questions out of 
eight on these topics with agreement or strong agreement with the liberal position. Other methods yield 
similar results. (For example, a point-scoring method counting as liberal anyone who scores better for 
liberalism than someone who chose ‘neither agree or disagree’ for each item produces a figure for the liberal 
electorate of 26%). 

https://yougov.co.uk/profiler#/
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about the desirable degree of state intervention in markets but more realistically about the degree 

to which the state should seek to redistribute wealth and income. 

If we look at the 35% of the electorate that is tolerant, open and internationalist, just under a fifth of 

them take a right or centre-right position on questions such as whether the government should 

redistribute incomes, around a quarter are centrists and just under two thirds take left or centre-left 

positions. The median tolerant voter is on the centre-left. YouGov’s profile of Liberal Democrat 

voters produces a similar result and what we know of the post-May 2015 new members is that many 

were motivated by left-of-centre issues such as proposed cuts in social security benefits and threats 

to employment protection.  

In the recent history of the Liberal Democrats, the party’s positioning on these issues, especially 

economic equality has been contested. The party’s position during the leaderships of Charles 

Kennedy and Ming Campbell was centre-left, but Nick Clegg and his allies claimed to be ‘centrist’. If 

we turn to the voters, the tolerant centre-left amounts to about 12% of the electorate, the tolerant 

centre to about 8%. If one had to choose between the two, the centre-left is larger. There is, 

however, no real need to choose.4 

Rather, the main objective is to create a core vote around tolerance, openness and internationalism. 

From that point of view the party can aim at quite a broad target in terms of redistribution, taking in 

both centre and centre-left (and perhaps occasionally left) voters. That is, the Liberal Democrats 

could aim to convert into core voters a group that amounts to around 20% of the electorate. 

What do we know about voters in the tolerant centre and centre-left? The British Election Study 

data indicates that compared to the population as a whole they are disproportionately: 

 female 

 young (under 35) 

 holders of a degree 

 inhabitants of London 

 tenants in private rented housing 

 on moderately above average income 

 readers of serious newspapers 

 not religious (and perhaps oddly specifically not Anglican), and 

 in terms of ethnicity, not white British.5 

A word of caution, however. There are, for example, more people living outside London than in 

London so although this putative core vote is skewed towards London that doesn’t mean the 

majority of its members are from London. 

The ‘typical’ tolerant centre and centre-left voter is a house buyer with a mortgage, white British and 

a reader of no newspaper at all. But even so, the ‘typical’ tolerant centre and centre-left voter is still 

under 45, a woman, a graduate, moderately above average income and living in London.  

                                                           
4 The tolerant ‘left’ group is in fact larger than the tolerant ‘centre’ group, and so in purely electoral terms it 
might make sense to plant the party firmly on the centre left rather than to edge to the centre, Another factor 
is that if we look at the definitions of the core group on the basis of scores on a battery of questions, liberalism 
is correlated with both centre-left and left attitudes but not with centrist attitudes. 
5 Similar results come out of using the other definitions of the core group – except that the target group is 
more clearly made up of people in higher income groups and that the gender difference disappears using the 
points method. 
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The tolerant centre and centre-left group is in some respects different from those currently voting 

Liberal Democrat. Again using the British Election Study data we can see that actual Lib Dem voters 

tend to be male, older and living in the south east or south west of England or East Anglia and of no 

particular ethnicity. One way of interpreting those differences is that they point the party in the 

direction of types of people who could be voting Liberal Democrat but currently are not – women, 

young people, people of minority ethnicity and Londoners. Moreover, thinking through why people 

in those categories are not currently supporting the party to the degree that, given their values, we 

might have hoped, is an important area of work for the party to undertake. 

Another way of identifying these potential core voters is through their other attitudes. For example, 

tolerant centre and centre-left voters are more than four times more likely to be supporters of 

staying in the EU than of leaving and they make up more than 30% of all of supporters of staying in 

the EU. Those knocking on doors in the European Referendum should be aware that nearly one in 

three of the people who say yes are potential Liberal Democrat core voters. 

 

Leaning how to build a core vote 
The data, then, shows a promising picture for building up a Liberal Democrat core vote. 

There are people the party can appeal to in order to build up a core vote and they are people who 

are both numerous in number – enough to give the party a core vote of up towards a fifth of the 

election, four times our current core vote – and also hold values which closely match our existing 

voters and long-standing beliefs. 

There is no need for existential angst about changing the nature of who we are in order for us to 

succeed, as was necessary for New Labour in replacing Old Labour.  

Building up a genuine core vote, four times its current size, would transform the party’s long-term 

prospects and may be achievable, but it would be foolish to think it will be easy. The SDP never 

managed to build a core vote and even the Liberal Party in its previous revivals struggled to build a 

large core vote. It is also a challenge other parties, including in other countries, only rarely manage 

and even then usually do so fuelled by major historical events or trends of the like we are unlikely to 

have pushing us along. 

How should the party rise to this challenge? 

First, and most obviously, simply by setting out building up a core vote as being an objective for the 

party and expecting all parts of the party to build this into their own plans. There will be much to 

learn along the way about what does and does not work – and anyone coming along now with a fully 

formed detailed plan is over-estimating their own knowledge and under-estimating the amount to 

be learnt on the way. 

With that important caveat in mind, it is better to start with a framework of ideas than with a 

completely blank piece of paper, so here is an initial outline plan – to be modified, to be revised and 

to be learnt from, but also a plan to get matters rolling: 

1. Base the party’s research on building a core vote 

2. Campaign on issues that illuminate the party’s values 

3. A new three-pillar campaign structure 

4. An elected Deputy Leader to act as the party’s campaign chair 
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5. A dual development route for local parties 

6. A safety net for areas where local parties are weak 

7. Reinvigorating target seat campaigning 

8. Offer core voters the chance to be more than just voters 

9. Reforming the party’s policy-making process 

10. A party structure that enhances reputation 

11. Boost diversity 

 

Base the party’s research on building a core vote 
Evidence matters, which is why the party’s future market research needs to depart from the past. 

The previous pattern for several Parliaments was mainly about testing a range of individual policies. 

That needs to change. 

The party’s limited research budget must be focused on understanding better our would-be core 

vote and how to appeal best to them. Policies are part of that, but only a part of it because the 

strong evidence is that the way voters decide who to vote for – and who to give their longer-term 

loyalty to – is determined by ‘valence politics’, the wider issues of reputation, competence and 

image in to which individual policies feed, but is only part.6 

That’s why the Liberal Democrats did so badly in 2015. The individual elements of the manifesto 

were popular with voters – very popular in many cases. But voters didn’t vote on the basis of the 

sum of the policies and so the party’s spending on understanding the views of voters needs to be 

based on valence, not lists of policies. 

 

Campaign on issues that illuminate the party’s values 
The party’s revival from the depths of the Liberal/SDP merger which ended up nearly killing it off 

was fuelled by two apparently peripheral issues: campaigning for Hong Kong residents to be given 

UK passports ahead of the island’s return to the Chinese and campaigning for vigorous international 

intervention in response to humanitarian catastrophes in former Yugoslavia. 

Neither issue was near the top of voters’ lists of concerns at the time. They were both almost wilfully 

peripheral, but they worked because they were possible to make high profile in the media and 

because they illustrated the party’s values – open, generous, internationalism with a love, rather 

than hatred, of strangers. 

We do not know exactly what similar opportunities events will throw up in the next few years, 

although there are some pretty good runners at the moment in the form of the European 

referendum and civil liberties. To embrace them and others effectively will require an approach to 

campaigning different from that which the party usually takes. Potholes are still important – and in 

their own way reflect an important value of concern for the local community – but they are not the 

only way to campaign. 

                                                           
6 For example, see Affluence, Austerity and Electoral Change in Britain by Paul Whiteley, Harold D. Clarke, 
David Sanders and Marianne C. Stewart. 
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A new three-pillar campaign structure 
That’s why the party needs a new campaign structure based on three pillars: 

 Local government 

 Westminster and devolved assemblies target seats operation 

 National thematic campaigns and regional PR elections 

Simply listing these three pillars of campaigning shows the problem. Local council campaigning is 

supported to varying degrees by ALDC. Target seats are supported by the federal, Welsh and Scottish 

party HQs. But national thematic campaigns and regional PR? They don’t really fall into anyone’s 

convenient lap and are the poor cousin of the list. 

Yet they’re also at least as important as the other two for this is both where the party has many 

chances of starting to gain seats once more and also where the party can best display many of its 

values, helping build its core vote. 

There are many sensitive internal issues of politics, budgets and accountability over how to structure 

campaigning so no one plan will be perfect. What is needed, however, is a structure that supports all 

three pillars, with clear coordination across each and with clearly identified teams accountable for 

each. 

Where that means the most radical change is in the neglected third pillar – which is where the 

party’s Deputy Leader comes in. 

 

An elected Deputy Leader to act as the party’s campaign chair 
Both Norman Lamb and Tim Farron have expressed a desire to move away from the party’s Deputy 

Leader (technically the Deputy Leader in the House of Commons) always having to be an MP. With 

all the party’s MPs being white men, diversity fuelled this – but this desire for change also gives an 

opportunity to embed the new three campaigning pillars. 

The Deputy Leader post should be that of a national party campaigns chair – elected by all members, 

and with a role therefore that is separate from, and compatible with, that of the elected Party 

President. An elected Deputy Leader can be the person responsible for coordinating all three pillars 

and with specific oversight for that neglected third pillar – the national thematic and PR campaigns. 

With an elected Deputy Leader chairing in future the party’s Campaigns and Communications 

Committee (CCC) that would give the CCC a meaningful role, party campaigning a clear 

accountability structure with a democratic element, and as a bonus avoid the need for contentious 

one-off separate structures to be created especially for different elections. 

It will also provide a leadership figure to kickstart a refresh of the party’s campaign tactics based on 

grassroots experimentation to see what works. Testing out different campaign tactics, such as 

different survey designs to randomly selected voters and comparing response rates, is a well-

established part of American politics that both Labour and the Tories have been quicker than the Lib 

Dems to embrace too. Indeed, too much of Lib Dem tactics in the offline world is rooted in long in 

the tooth conventional wisdom or old research dating back to the mid-1990s.  
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Just as the party believes in evidence-based policy making, and just as evidence-based campaign 

tactics are increasingly the norm for online campaigning where testing is so much easier, we need 

the same approach to our offline tactics as we move into a new world of deliberately setting out to 

create a large core vote. 

 

A dual development route for local parties 
Running national thematic campaigns – learning from the way in which organisations such as 

Amnesty International or Friends of the Earth operate – will be a way for the party to demonstrate 

its values and build its core vote. 

Moreover, as both those organisations illustrate, such national campaigning works well alongside 

having a network of local groups (local parties in our case). It provides an additional form of activity 

for them, which can be used to provide a dual development route for weaker local parties. 

Currently the model for a weak local party is find one (more) ward, work in intensively and try to win 

it. That works well for growing the party’s local government base and making a difference to local 

communities – if the local party has good people who really want to be councillors. That’s a big if, 

and it’s also a big leap from being a keen member interested in doing more to standing for council. 

That, combined with the four year, rather than annual, election cycle in many areas means it is also a 

development route which leaves many weaker local parties marooned: weak and without a plausible 

month by month road to getting stronger. As a result, progress does not happen. 

Thematic national campaigns provide a way out of that trap: a second way of growing stronger and 

doing valuable campaigning even when you do not yet have keen would-be councillors and/or a 

council election is not yet even just over the horizon. 

As with the local branches of Amnesty, Friends of the Earth and others, national campaigns provide 

opportunities to run street stalls, gather petition signatures, campaign online and more – and all of 

which also provides data to feed the party’s future PR list campaign efforts. 

They also provide interesting activities for party members and supporters who are motivated by an 

issue rather than an area. Some of our greatest activist are deeply passionate about the area they 

live. For others, it is about a particular issue which comes without geographic route. A dual 

development route caters for both. 

Above all, and perhaps most radically, it is at least possible that such campaigns might work, that 

they might change government policy at national level – especially given the absence of a single-

party majority in the House of Lords for the conceivable future, regardless of what happens in 

general elections, and the opportunities offered by Private Members’ Bills. In fact, this used to be 

part of what the (predecessor) party did, most notably with Archy Kirkwood’s campaigning for 

freedom of information in the 1980s, marrying up a series of Private Members’ Bills with national 

campaigning – working with allies both from across the political spectrum and outside of party 

politics. The result was small but significant changes in the law in the short run and the terms of 

debate shifted for bigger success in the long run. 

Indeed, community politics at local level was not originally designed to win council elections. It was 

designed to help people change their own social, political and physical environments. As the old 

Liberal Party slogan saying put it, elections are but the punctuation marks in community politics. We 

need once again to conceive of our party as a movement for change, not just an electoral machine. 
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A safety net for areas where local parties are weak 
As well as providing a dual development route for local parties, national thematic campaigns can 

also be used to provide a safety net for where the local party is weak – giving a way to build up the 

party’s core vote in areas where the existing infrastructure is too weak and too stretched to provide 

would-be new helpers and core voters with the sort of welcome and activity that is needed to turn 

would-be into actual. 

The safety net comes in the form of the internet - which can both supply campaigns for people to 

take part in and a community for people to become a part of. 

Campaigns on topics such as civil liberties shouldn’t be confined to a digital ghetto – leaping into the 

offline world by using digital to encourage attendance at demonstrations and participation in virtual 

phone banks (VPBs) should be as much a part of them as optimising the latest social media message. 

Done right, these provide a means to campaign for the party and to see our values in operation 

regardless of where you live, the local electoral situation or what your local party is like.  

Local parties are always going to be highly variable in their ability to welcome and engage new 

people and to build a core vote locally. The tragic frustration often is that in a voluntary organisation 

those most in need of more help are also those least able to find and nurture it. 

Which is why as well as campaigning, the national operation should also offer an electronic welcome 

and community for members, supporters and even core voters, supplementing the work of good 

local parties and helping fill the gaps of those weaker local parties. 

That needs more than just the (much improved) sequence of welcome emails and new members 

pack; it needs a community. 

The Salesforce-based membership system already provides local parties with new member 
information in real time, and that has been put to great effect by some local activists during the 
post-election membership surge, impressing new members with the speed of their local welcome. 
Alongside that, the party should be developing the social-media based communities for party 
members, helpers and supporters so that there is an electronic community people can slot into, 
learning more about the party, becoming more committed to it and finding more ways to help. 
 

Reinvigorating target seat campaigning 
None of those should take away from the importance of restoring the number of MPs the party has 

in the House of Commons, and in due course reaching new record highs.  

To do that will require target seat campaigns with more impact than was achieved in 2015. 

With 8 MPs and 8% of the vote the party had a ratio of seats to votes of just 1:1, which is, by the 

party’s previous standards, appalling. 
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With 650 (or so – the number varies) seats in Parliament but only a maximum 100% of votes, a 1:1 

ratio is pretty poor if you wish to be represented in Westminster. Yet from 1970 to 1992 the ratio 

varied in the narrow and low range of 0.7:1 to 1.1:1.7 

The 1997 Lib Dem breakthrough saw the party’s number of MPs leap up from 19 to 46 even though 

the party’s national vote share fell. This triumph of targeting under Chris Rennard saw the 

seats:votes ratio hit 2.7:1, going up again to 2.8 in 2001 and 2.9 in 2005. The party was both growing 

in support and getting increasingly good at turning votes into seats. 

But in 2010 it slipped back to 2.5 and now this year has collapsed to 1.0, as if the party has lost all its 

acquired ability over the last 20 years to show a campaigning edge in key seats. 

Reversing this decline, rebuilding Westminster heartlands for the party, is part of what building up a 

core vote will require. Campaign organisers will be central to that. 

The old joke about candidates being only a legal necessity is wrong but reveals an important truth 

about how just how important a good campaign organiser is. 

That campaign organiser can come in many forms. They may be an employee or a volunteer. They 

may or may not be the legal agent. They do need good candidates to work with. And it is a bloody 

hard job to do well, especially as even in areas with annual local elections, other elections only come 

around every four or five years. Even for something as commonplace as fighting local elections on 

the same day as a general elections, it takes many years just to have experienced that twice. 

Yet it is also hard to get that many years of experience, as so often the organiser is a young, low-paid 

person who – quite understandably – doesn’t stay in the job for that long. If they are really good at 

running election campaigns, they are usually pretty good at other jobs too – ones with higher 

salaries, shorter hours and Bank Holidays off. As a result, many move on after just one general 

election leaving the pool of employed organisers talented but short of experience. 

It is therefore not a surprise that so many of the places with consistent long-term electoral success 

have a key campaign management role played by someone from the voluntary party rather than an 

employee – and that it is a person with many years of experience behind them. Often a councillor, 

their long-term involvement in the party brings the experience that even the best of employees 

rarely acquire due to the high turnover rates. 

Well though this model works in some places, when it does it is not really thanks to the wider party 

as those volunteer stars often get much less training and support from the party than employed 

constituency organisers and the like. Of course they can tap into the general training that is available 

to everyone, but we could and should do better for both groups of organisers, the employed and the 

voluntary. 

There is lots of general training as a basic to moderate level available. What is missing is the more 

intensive coaching of individuals to help turn the most talented into stars. 

Just as the Leadership Programme is nurturing the talents of a mix of people of varying levels of 

experience to help improve the diversity of our candidate list in future, we should have an Organiser 

Programme to help improve the range of skills and experience our organisers have in future. 

Whether it is talented new employees or long-standing key volunteers, there is a huge wealth of 

                                                           
7 For full details of the seats:votes ratio over different general elections see The Liberal Democrat approach to 
campaigning: the history and debunking some myths by Mark Pack: http://www.markpack.org.uk/66632/the-
liberal-democrat-approach-to-campaigning-the-history-and-debunking-some-myths. 

http://www.markpack.org.uk/66632/the-liberal-democrat-approach-to-campaigning-the-history-and-debunking-some-myths/
http://www.markpack.org.uk/66632/the-liberal-democrat-approach-to-campaigning-the-history-and-debunking-some-myths/
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potential out there – and the party should deliberately set out to enhance it, especially as there is 

now a new skill for everyone to work on: how to build a core vote. 

 

Offer core voters the chance to be more than just voters 
The combination of national campaigns and active local parties will offer supporters many ways to 

get involved in the party. Turning fleeting engagement into long-term loyalty does not come easy. 

Membership for some is the answer, and the party’s success at turning round its long term 

membership decline, increasing membership for seven quarters in a row before the general election 

and then the amazing surge after polling day, suggests there is much more membership growth to 

be secured in future. 

That is why the party should continue through this Parliament the highly successful financial 

incentives provided to local parties in England for the last couple of years. 

An extra boost to membership could also be secured by making in the norm for candidates in party 

selections and other contests (such as for Leader and President) to be provided with lists of lapsed 

members ahead of their renewal deadline. That way the candidates and their teams have an ability 

and incentive to re-sign former members (who, by virtue of being former members, will not simply 

be a wave of dodgy sign ups to pack a selection). In theory the Federal Executive (FE) agreed to do 

this for the party’s leadership contest, although at time of writing it is unclear if it was actually 

carried out in practice. 

Even the most enthusiastic projections of the impact of doing this still leaves membership well short 

of the growth in core vote the Liberal Democrats should be after. One answer to that is to 

experiment with registered supporters schemes (perhaps give a less formal and more approachable 

name as a ‘Friends of the Liberal Democrats’ network). 

Already they exist in many informal ways with local parties including non-member helpers, donors 

and interested people on the mailing list for newsletters, on the invitation list for events and on the 

email list for financial appeals. Supporters are, in effect, registered now – just without telling them 

that they have been. 

 There is a risk that more formal registered supporters scheme may cannibalise membership, but 

conversely it could fill the big gap between likely membership and desired size of core vote. 

Moreover, outside politics it is quite normal to offer tiers of involvement, rather than expecting 

anyone interested in a bit more to make the big leap all the way to fully signed up formal 

membership. That is why local pilots should be carried out. 

 

Reforming the party’s policy-making process 
As both authors have served on the party’s Federal Policy Committee (FPC), it is no surprise that we 

both think policy is important. As touched on so far, effective politics is about more than simply lists 

of policies. Detailed policy is needed, but on its own is not sufficient. 

Which is why the party’s policy-making process needs to fit with a core vote building strategy, 

focusing more on debating and agreeing the party’s core values and then nimbly generating policy – 

especially in response to events – which illuminates them. Looking back to that post-1988 revival, it 
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was policy on Hong Kong and former Yugoslavia that mattered much more than most of the long, 

detailed policy papers – and the future equivalents of such policy should come with the agreement 

of the party’s democratic policy-making processes rather than being heard by party members for the 

first time on the radio one morning as John Humphreys interviews the party’s leader. 

Quicker, nimbler policy making will also be more welcoming to new party members, an especially 

important factor with around 1 in 4 members having joined since the general election, the vast 

majority of whom have not been a member ever before. 

The core of the policy making process – policy working groups reporting to conference, with their 

eventual policy papers then the source material for a general election manifesto – means the answer 

to ‘how can I help make party policy on X?’ often is really ‘wait for a working group on that in a few 

years’. 

That is a strikingly off-putting response. It is not quite the whole story because you can still put in 

motions to party conference before then – and some have a really big impact, so I don’t want to 

downplay that too much. But that is very much a one-off short term piece of involvement in policy 

making (and also constrained by conference agendas usually avoiding returning to the same topics 

too frequently unless something has happened in the outside world). 

Structurally, the party’s policy making process is designed around paying attention to a few topics at 

a time, rotating around them over years. So if you are a new, keen member you may hit lucky – or 

hit very unlucky. That is not good enough. 

The answer is to reduce the policy-making process’s dependence on a small number of large policy 

papers and instead move to more frequent, smaller and quicker policy-making groups – tied in to 

national thematic campaigns, making policy and campaigning work together and providing easy 

routes for people more interested in one to get involved in the other too. 

 

A party structure than enhances reputation 
Campaigning on the right issues in the right way to build a core vote is necessary. It is not sufficient 

for the same reason that a list of good policies is not sufficient: there is more to the valence 

decisions voters make that enumerating topics. The party’s overall reputation for competence and 

honesty matters too. 

That means following through on the moves to reform the party’s approach to allegations of 

misbehaviour. As the long-running sagas over, to name but three, Chris Rennard, Mike Hancock and 

the Chesterfield local party showed, the party’s processes were far from up to scratch – and let 

down the accusers and the accused by failing to have clear, fair and timely outcomes.  

The reforms in train need to be followed through, and two further areas tackled. The House of Lords 

is now the dominant part of the Liberal Democrat Parliamentary Parties, with more Lib Dem 

members than the Commons, European Parliament and all the devolved bodies put together. Yet it 

is also the most independent, with its members free from any reselection requirements and the 

decision over to give the party whip to one for the Lords themselves. It is easy to see how at 

moments of stress and controversy the overwhelmingly dominant ranks of Lib Dem Parliamentarians 

being so removed from the rest of the party’s structures being a problem. It is not an imminent 

problem, which is why now is the best time to resolve it when the principles – of both Parliamentary 
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independence and also of a political party being a cohesive team- can be addressed without being 

diverted and muddled by arguments over any individual case.  

At the very least, as the party’s own processes are reformed, the Lib Dems in the Lords should agree 

that the whip is dependent on the party’s overall disciplinary processes, and that it is not purely up 

to the peers themselves to agree who can call themselves a Liberal Democrat Parliamentarian. 

Those process reforms also need to include a thorough shaking out of the complicated English Party. 

The lessons of the last Parliament, the Morrissey report conclusions about the over-complicated 

party structures,8 and again the need to have structures that are welcoming to the huge wave of 

new members point towards needing to greatly simplifying the English Party structure and bring in 

clearer accountability. 

Finally, part of the party’s reputation is to show that we operate in the same democratic fashion that 

we wish to see more widely in society, which makes completing the introduction of one-member 

one-vote for the party’s committees and national (federal) conferences a small piece of the puzzle, 

along with reviving and giving real status to the use of one-member one-vote (OMOV) ballots to help 

determine which Liberal Democrats might be offered peerages in the future. The means for all this is 

sitting there in previously agreed documents; it now must happen. 

 

Boost diversity 
There are many reasons to value diversity amongst the ranks of Liberal Democrat members, 

candidates and elected office holders, especially as politics is a team enterprise and good teams are 

made up of members who complement each other. 

Diversity matters particularly for building up a core Liberal Democrat vote because of that persona 

drawn above – a young-ish Asian woman, which very much is not the typical image that you get 

when thinking of a Liberal Democrat. Do a Google image search of “Lib Dem activists” and see what 

impression of the party comes up: a reasonable smattering of female faces in amongst the males, 

but an almost solid wall of white faces. 

To build a core vote we have to feel familiar to our (would-be) core voters and to understand them. 

That comes from reflecting them in our own make-up. 

That isn’t just an issue for the House of Commons. At local level, for example, the proportion of Lib 

Dem candidates who are female has stalled at around one-third 25 years. The Leadership 

Programme showed great promise at the Parliamentary level, and overall the diversity (gender, 

ethnicity and sexuality) of the party’s Parliamentary candidates improved noticeably in 20159 even if 

the dreadful election results swept away much of the progress. Continuing the Leadership 

Programme, and minimising the drop-out rate from the talented 2015 cohort of candidates, is one 

obvious step. 

It should also be accompanied by starting to track the diversity of party officers, especially at local, 

regional and state levels, along with diversity of candidates at all levels, especially local council. That 

                                                           
8 The full Helena Morrissey report is available from 
http://www.libdems.org.uk/complaints_further_information.  
9 Just over 40% of candidates were female in the party’s held and target Parliamentary seats in 2015. Over 1 in 
10 were from a BAME and over 1 in 10 also were LGBT. Across all 631 seats contested, 26% of candidates were 
female (up 5% on 2010), 9% BAME (up 2%) and 5% with a disability (up 2%). 

http://www.libdems.org.uk/complaints_further_information
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would start to highlight where else should be prioritised for action beyond the existing debates over 

candidate selection.  

 

Conclusion 
In an organisation with as many different pressures, centres of power, cultural habits and decision-

making processes as the Liberal Democrats, a clear guiding principle is needed to makes 

organisational and political reform more than just a smattering of individual good ideas which end 

up being less than the sum of their parts.  

That would be true even in the best of times for the party. But in our current state failure would be 

far more dangerous. 

Hence the need for a clear vision to infuse the party’s rebuilding is all the more important. 

Deliberately setting out to build a larger core vote will provide just that vision. 


